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Abstract 
The present study explores “The Role of Media in Promoting 

Democracy in Southern Punjab Pakistan”. The basic purpose of the 

study is to find out media’s role in political awareness, making public 

opinion, need of media in democratic system, auditing political parties, 

freedom of media in democratic system, giving right directions to 

political parties and speak for human rights and power. Present study 

is conducted under the light of “Agenda Setting Theory & Gate 

Keeping Theory”. The research conduct on the methodology of survey 

and questionnaire is used as tool for data collection. Data is collected 

from the 450 respondent’s age 18 to 60 years old including males and 

females of Southern Punjab on the basis of available and convenience. 

Two districts of each division are selected for data collection. The 

study conclude that media has great role in promoting democracy. 

Urban people especially educated community is attracted by the media 

for political awareness, opinion making and bringing people close to 

the political process. Moreover it is concluded that media is involved in 

auditing political parties and is performing its watch dog role for the 

promotion of democracy.  
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I. Introduction 
 Democracy and media are to two most important mode of development in any 

country but always considered in contested mode of governance and always been 

subjected in every political debate. Do democracy influence by the media? Do voting 

behavior influence by the media? Media has influence on political behavior or not? How 

media impact on political process and power? These are the critical questions which 

usually arise. But it is accepted that media has vital role in the present age by providing 

information to societies regarding political and democratic process. It is fact that media is 

a powerful tool for providing direction, platform and decision making for formation of 

public opinion. 

 

All the above issues are critical not only in Pakistan, but all over the globe. As the 

democracy is increasing in the world, there is need to find out main factors which 

influence the democracy and can only be highlighted by the free and fair media. Media is 

one of the powerful tools to make public opinion especially electronic media. The 

contribution of television in building political opinion is not a new trend.  TV plays 

important role in creating political awareness in both rural and urban people and make 

sure their contribution in democratic culture. It is the major cause of change in public.  

 

The most important role of media is to inform the people about their rights, 

politics and democracy. Socialization of democracy through media is not a new trend. 

For this purpose, media use verity of methods for political awareness among the masses 

and convene them to contribute in the democratic proves by using their power of vote. 

Socialization is long term process in which every human give his/her contribution 

become functioning member of society.  TV is a good source of information and 

education that able people to make their daily choices and shape the thinking and 

perception in the mind of public. According to MaQuail (2000) media has the power to 

attract and direct the public about their interests, opinion, behavior, their status and 

authority by informing quickly and comprehensively. Therefore, media has the power to 

control the widely spread masses on the issue of nationality and democracy. 

 

Pakistan is a democratic country, where individual have right to vote and through 

these vote government is elected.  A vote is nothing but a clear reflection of political 

opinion that is considers the mile stone in democratic process. “Voting is the fundamental 

right of almost all citizens over the age of eighteen. It ensures that will of the people is 

preserved (HRCP, 2008)”. Majority of Pakistani people depend on media as a source of 

political awareness. So, it is necessary to know that either media is playing its role in 

promoting democracy or not especially electronic media. 

 

In the present age, media is considered as the main tool for political awareness 

and campaign. For these purpose, media is being used as interface between political 

parties and public that inform the widely spread pubic about the performance of political 

institutions like assemblies and parliament. These activities take people close to the 

political condition of the country. We cannot deny about the role of media in democracy. 

According to the McQuail (2005) democratic politics regarding nationally or 

internationally, depends on mass media. All issues, whether good or ill are addressed 

through mass media. It’s also reality that democratic systems gaining the money in the 

form of tax or to the developed countries because it is the only system that can give 

people their rights without conflict. This is because, democracy have fundamental 
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principle that people have right to decide their own destiny. Democratic countries 

encourage people to participation in democratic process by giving the vote to right 

candidate for the promotion of accountability and laws. In fact, democracy is the best 

style of political governance. Theoretically, democracy provides a plate-form for the 

public in comprehensive manner for decision making. According to Bobbio (1987) Civil 

liberties are concerned with the democracy which relies heavily on the people to make 

choice especially during elections days.  

 

Democracy considered ideally if maximum opportunity is given to the people to 

choosing their representatives but this idea is almost practically not possibly at all 

(Holden 1874, Diamond, et al 1988, Lively 1875 Bratton & Ealle 1997). Democracy is 

the exercise of people about political power. According to John Locke (1965) “No man 

can be subjected to the political power of another without his own consent and this sight 

is base of democracy”. 

 

i. To know about the media’s role in democracy of Pakistan. 

ii. To assess the availability of Media. 

iii. To analyze the media’s role in spreading democratic and political awareness 

among the masses of Southern Punjab. 

iv. To know that media is playing watch dog role in Pakistani politics or not. 

v. To know that how media face different challenges from political parties. 

vi. To know the popularity of media among people. 

vii. To know about the relationship of media and public in the term of political attitude 

and Participation. 

viii. To know that effectiveness of media in political development of Pakistan. 

 

 Basic purpose of the present research is to explore that either media has great role 

in democracy. Researcher notices that media is an important source of information and 

entertainment and has great contribution in the promotion of democracy in Pakistan. 

Usually media cover political news and current affairs so it is important to know that to 

which extent media channels effect on politics and democracy of Pakistan. Media 

includes Print media and Electronic media. For finding the role of media, only electronic 

media is selected. In Pakistan, private channels have great contribution in electronic 

media.  

 

 This research will open new ways for the researchers to conduct further research in 

Southern Punjab. Not only this, but this study will also explore the role of electronic 

media in politics, shaping political opinion, democracy and development of democracy of 

Pakistan. Moreover, it will determine the level of political socialization by the electronic 

media of Pakistan emerging from 2002. Furthermore, by determining the major source of 

political opinion, this research would serve as a basic platform for molding the policies of 

electronic media and political parties and further researchers. 

 

 Pakistan is a democratic country and has been faced several allegations on 

democratic system. The start of Private TV channels goes back to the regime of 

Musharaf. There are varieties of channels which are working to promote democracy. 

During general elections days, these channels plays vital role in highlighting advantages 

of democracy. All channels work on the same motives to prevail the democracy. 

Different slogan has been used by media channels like “Pakistan ko vote doo….. Taleem 
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ko vote doo….”. The basic aims of all channels are to motivate public to participate in 

electioneering that is important unit of democracy.  

 

II. Literature Review 
 Bushra H. Rehman (2014) conducted a research entitled “Conditional Influence of 

Media: Media Credibility and Opinion Formation” among the students of university of 

Punjab Lahore. In her study, she tries to find-out the relationship between media usage 

and formation of political opinion among youngsters. The research concluded that TV 

news have no effects on heavy viewing in the formation of political opinion. Such as the 

extent which used by the TV is just for information and have not significant relation with 

their trust in the medium of information.  

 

 The case study by Stetka (2013) the achievement of investigative journalism in the 

Czech Republic, give some support to interdependency model. He argued that fight 

against corruption to be successful by efforts of various accountability institutions like 

judiciary, civil society and prosecution authorities. Only media pressure itself is not 

enough to enforce accountability and systematic change can be done by eradicating 

political corruption. 

 

 Yasir Arfat (2013) conducted a survey to explorer the role of television in creating 

political opinion among the illiterate people of Bahawalpur. Its further aims was to 

determine the effect of Pakistani private TV channels on the political opinion of illiterate 

people and to know the role of opinion leaders in shaping political opinion among 

illiterate people of Bahawalpur. The methodology to conduct the research was Survey 

methodology. The study concluded that the television is not a major source of political 

opinion building among illiterate population of Bahawalpur. Biradarism, party affiliation 

and cast system are also some of the major reasons that affect the political opinion of 

illiterate population. Study further concluded that opinion leaders are the main source of 

political opinion building among the illiterate population of Bahawalpur. Opinion leaders 

play a major role in creating political opinion and political awareness among illiterate 

population. 

 

 Sultan, Jan and Khan (2012) conducted a study on “Cultivation Management of 

Pakistani T.V. channels with special reference to politics” by using cross-sectional survey 

method. In this study, they discuss the voting behavior and attitude of the people 

motivated by the television. There are so many private T.V. channels in Pakistan that has 

become the most important medium that shape the opinion and mind of the viewers. They 

founded that television has great role in motivating the people to play their role by 

casting the vote and become the part of democratic system. 

 

 Durre-E-Shawar and Muhammad Asim (2012) conducting a study in Faisalabad, 

Pakistan on voting behavior of people about different political parties. Its reality that 

voting is the main part to participate in democratic process. Study explores the 

association of voting by education, inner modify in the party, voter’s approval, biradrism 

and reasons regarding voting process to find out the facts of political association within 

District Faisalabad. The study concluded that party is most important rather than 

biradrism. So people like to give vote to the party. Because strong and well image party 

attract the people and take favor by voting process. 
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 Mauro Porto (2012) said that in Brazil T.V Globo (the largest television network) 

caused the fall of Authoritarian regime in 1985. Greater professionalism and development 

of critical reporting forced the chief executive to adopt their communication strategies 

with the complex obligations for the quality of social accountability. He said that changes 

at T.V Globo contribute to improve the performance of elections and mechanism of 

accountability. Against the defense of Presidential Authority, the rise of more assertive 

and independent model of journalism at TV Globo enhanced mechanism of 

accountability that play role to limit the presidential power. So, the opening of TV Globo 

strengthened the social accountability function of television. 

 

 Vineet Kaul (2012) in his article “Are new media Democratic?” argue that new 

media technological change has impact deeply on globalization and democratization. 

Media has the potential to strengthen and weaken democracy through their chief 

characteristics. In some ways Globalization itself prevent democracy for their own 

interests and this is done through media technology. Through effective and sensitive 

programs change the political and democratic situation in regimes.  Market forces only 

use media for commercial use not for democracy. If real change is required then political 

change should be given priority than technological.  

 

 Yasir, Nawaz & Sajjad (2011) conducted a research in the Urban and Sub-Urban 

area of Lahore entitled “correlation between Media’s Political Content and Voting 

Behavior: A case study of 2008 elections in Pakistan” to find out the relationship between 

people, media political contents and the decision of people about vote casting in elections 

2008. The data of 400 respondents were collected including males and females. Research 

concluded that people spend more time to watch TV for political awareness and 

information. It is also concluded that TV played significant role in informing people 

about political campaign. The high educated people use more television for political 

information rather than low educated. Moreover, study also concluded that people do not 

much depend on community political leaders. They chose media as a source of 

information and political awareness.  

 

 According to the McNair (2011) Media not only report politics, it is also the part 

of political environment in which democracy is pursued. Media contribute in policy 

discussion and resolution and set public agenda. Media provide plate-forms to politicians 

to formulate their ideas to the public so that a good democratic system should be 

developed. But not only this, media is also involves in judging and critiquing the different 

viewpoints of political parties. 

 

 Anwar and Jan (2010) conducted a study on “Role of Media in Political 

Socialization: the case study of Pakistan”. The aim of this research was to explore the 

role of media in making public opinion in Pakistan. This research described the Political 

Socialization and Political Communication. Democratic process completes by taking the 

opinion of people by casting their vote. The study concluded that Pakistani media has 

strong role in making public opinion. Electronic media plays primary role in shaping 

public opinion and print media plays secondary role in shaping public opinion regarding 

democracy. 
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 The relationship between research and theory is very strong. Theory provides basic 

guidance and framework to conduct research. The theoretical support of the present study 

is “Agenda Setting Theory & Gate keeping theory”. 

 

III. Research Methodology 
 Research methodology is a method through which the researcher completes his 

research. It is a procedure adopted for making research. This is a plan of study. It is 

structure and strategy of investigation. It includes an outline of everything the researcher 

will do from writing hypothesis to the final analysis of data.  

 

 The research employed the methodology of survey to find out the “The role of 

media in promoting democracy”. Data is collected from 3 divisions of Southern Punjab 

includes Multan, Bahawalpur, and Dera Ghazi Khan. Two districts of each division are 

selected for data gathering. 

 

A. Research Questions 

 

i. Do media have ability to make political opinion among its viewers? 

ii. Do electronic media bring people close to the political process? 

iii. Do media give the right direction to political parties to establish strong 

democracy? 

iv. Freedom of media is necessary for strengthening democracy? 

v. Do in electronic media; private TV channels have more contribution in promoting 

democracy rather than government channel? 

vi. In which manner, media is promoting democracy? 

 

B. Hypothesis 

 

H1: It is more likely that the media play a positive role in promotion of democracy. 

H2: It is more likely that freedom of media is a good sign of democracy. 

 

C. Research Tool 

 

 For data gathering, the researcher prepared a questionnaire as tool for the data 

collection from the target public. The questionnaire was informative, clear and 

comprehensive to get positive response from the respondents. Questionnaire was consists 

on close ended questions so that respondents feel tension free to answer the questions. 

Questionnaire was consists on total 30 questions including 18 close ended questions and 

1 open ended question. A pilot study of the same questionnaire was examined by 15 

examiners. The questionnaire was re-organized after valuable comments and suggestions 

from the examiners. 

 

D. Data Collection 

 The questionnaires were distributed among 6 districts of Southern Punjab 

including Lodhran, Multan, Bahawalpur, Bahawalnagar, Dera Ghazi Khan and Rajanpur. 

The questionnaires were distributed among general public of urban areas and they filled 

questionnaire himself. The questionnaire was design in Urdu for the easy readability by 

the respondents. Later on questionnaire was translated into English for thesis 

requirements. 
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IV. Interpretation of Findings 
 This study presented the data about media, political awareness, making political 

opinion, political parties, and presentation in making strong democracy, auditing political 

parties, guiding government in developing country.  

 

Table 1: Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents 
Sr. 
No. 

Demographic 
Characteristics 

Description of 
Characteristics 

F % 

1 
Gender 

Male 228 50.7 

Female 222 49.3 

Total  450 100 

2 
Age 

18-28 310 68.9 

29-38 98 21.7 

39-48 32 7.1 

Above 48 10 2.2 

Total  450 100 

3 
Education 

Below Metric 9 2.0 

Metric 80 17.8 

Intermediate 112 24.9 

Graduation 133 29.6 

Master 111 24.7 

Above 5 1.1 

Total  450 100 

 

 A total of 450 respondents from Southern Punjab filled the questionnaire, 228 

were males and 222 were females filled the questionnaire. As shown in the table, 

majority of respondents were 18 to 28 years old (68.9 percent), 29 to 38 (21.7 percent), 

39 to 48 (7.1 percent) and above 48 are (2.2 percent) respectively of the total population. 

 

 Table shows that majority of the respondents are graduates (29.6 percent), 

intermediate (24.9 percent), masters (24.7 percent), metric (17.8 percent), below metric 

(2.0 percent) and above masters (1.1 percent) respectively.  

 

Figure 1: Demographic media role in promoting democracy. 
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 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “media has 

great role in promoting democracy”. According to the gathered data, 42.9% respondents 

strongly agree with this statement that media has great role in promoting democracy, 

40.4% are agree with this statement, 4.9% respondents not sure about this statement 

where as 8.0% are disagree and 3.8% are strongly disagree with this statement that media 

has great role in promoting democracy.  

 

Figure 2: Demographic media speak for strong democracy. 

 
 

 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “media 

speak for the strong democracy” In this answer of given question 34.2% respondents 

strongly agreed that media speak for the strong democracy, 42.9% agreed with the 

statement, 7.3% respondents said that they are not sure about the answer, 12.9% 

disagreed that media not speak for strong democracy whereas 2.7% are strongly 

disagreed with the statement. 

 

Figure 3: Demographic Freedom of media is sign of good democracy. 
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 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “Freedom 

of media is a sign of good democracy”. The results shows that 36.9% respondents are 

strong agreed that freedom of media is a sign of good democracy, 36.2% are agreed with 

the statement, 12.4% respondents said that they are not sure about the statement, 10.7% 

are disagreed whereas 3.8% respondents strongly disagreed that freedom of media is not 

a sign of good democracy.  

 

Figure 4: Demographic Democracy is not complete without media. 

 
 

 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement 

“Democracy is not complete without media”. The results shows that 31.3% respondents 

strongly agreed that democracy is not complete without media, 40.0% agreed with this 

statement, 10.9% respondents said that they have no idea, whereas 13.1% are disagreed 

and 4.7% are strongly disagreed with the statement democracy is not complete without 

media. 

 

Figure 5: Media Speak for the human power and Rights in democratic system. 
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 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “Media 

speak for the human power and rights in democratic system”. The results shows that 

37.3% respondents strongly agreed that media speak for human power and rights in 

democratic system, 42.9% agreed with the statement, 10.9% said that they have no idea 

about this question, whereas 6.0% disagreed and 2.9% respondents strongly disagreed 

that media don’t speak for human power and rights in democratic system. 

  

Figure 6: Demographic Media playing watch dog role. 

 
 

 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “Media is 

plying watch dog role in the democracy”. According to the collected data, 24.7% 

respondents strongly agreed that media is playing watch dog role in the democracy where 

as 38.7% agreed with the statement, 17.6% said that they have no idea, 13.8% disagreed 

and 5.3% strongly disagreed that media is not playing watch dog role in the democracy. 

 

Figure 7: Demographic Media and Democracy is connected together. 
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 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “Media and 

Democracy is connected together for the development of country”. The results shows that 

23.3% respondents strongly agreed with the statement that media and democracy is 

connected together for the development of country, 36% agreed with the statement, 16% 

respondents said that they have no idea about the statement, whereas 17.3% disagreed 

and 7.3% strongly disagreed with the above stated question and said that media and 

democracy is not connected together for the development of country. 

 

Figure 8: Demographic Media work for the country not for political parties. 

 
 

 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “Media 

work for the country not for political parties”.  The results shows that, 27.1% respondents 

strongly agreed that media work for the country not for the political parties, 29.8% 

respondents agreed with the statement, 13.6% respondents said that they have no idea 

about the question, whereas 19.3% disagreed and 10.2% strongly disagreed that media 

not work for the country and supports specific political parties. 

 

Figure 9: Demographic media role in increasing turn-out in election 2013. 
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 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “Media has 

played an important role in increasing turn-out of general elections 2013”. According to 

the collected data, 29.6% respondents strongly agreed with the statement that media has 

played important role in increasing turn-out of general elections 2013, moreover 32.0% 

agreed with this statement, 20.0% respondents said that they have no idea about this 

statement, whereas 11.1% disagreed and 7.1% respondents strongly disagreed and said 

that media has not played any positive role in increasing turn-out of general elections 

2013. 

 

Figure 10: Demographic media role in making political opinion. 

 
 

 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “Media 

provide you guideline in making political opinion”. The results shows that 27.3% 

respondents strongly agreed that media provide them guideline in making political 

opinion, 36.0% respondents agreed with the statement, 10.4% respondents said that they 

are not sure about the statement, whereas 17.8% respondents disagreed and 8.4% strongly 

disagreed and said that media has not provided them guideline in making political 

opinion. 

 

Figure 11: Demographic media political campaign effects. 
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 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “You 

impressed by the political campaign showed by the media”. According to the results 

19.8% respondents strongly agreed with the statement that they impressed by the political 

campaign showed by the media, 37.6% agreed with this statement, 17.3% respondents 

said that they are not sure about the answer of this question, whereas 18.7% respondents 

disagreed and 6.7% respondents strongly disagreed and said that they are not impressed 

by the political campaign showed by the media. 

 

Figure 12: Demographic media direction to political parties. 

 
 

 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “Media 

gives right direction to political parties”. According to the results 24.2% respondents 

strongly agreed that media gives right directions to political parties, 34.4% respondents 

agreed with the statement, 18.7% respondents said that they have no idea about the 

answer of the given statement, 15.3% respondents disagreed and 7.3% strongly disagreed 

and said that media not gives right direction to political parties.  

 

Figure 13: Media should conduct survey to find the facts. 
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 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “Media 

should conduct the proper surveys to find the facts that’s ignored by the political parties”. 

According to the results, 42.0% respondents strongly agreed that media should conduct 

proper survey to find the facts that’s ignored by the political parties, 36.2% respondents 

agreed with the statement, 13.8% respondents said that they have no idea about answer of 

this statement, whereas 5.6% respondents disagreed and 2.4% respondents strongly 

disagreed against the above statement. 

 

Figure 14: Demographic media role for the unity of all provinces. 

 
 

 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “Media 

should play important role for the unity of all provinces so that democracy should be 

strong”.  The results shows that in the response of unity of provinces, 49.6% respondents 

strongly agreed that media should play important role for the unity of all provinces so 

that democracy should be strong, 30.2% respondents agreed on this statement, 12.2% 

respondents said that they are not sure about the answer of this statement, whereas 4.7% 

respondents disagreed and 3.3% strongly disagreed in the response of respective 

statement. 

 

Figure 15: Demographic media freedom in Pakistan. 
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 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “You think 

that media is free in Pakistan”. About the freedom of media, 34.2% respondents strongly 

agreed that Pakistani media is free, 27.6% agreed on this statement, 13.8% respondents 

said that they are not sure about answer of the given statement, whereas 15.6% 

respondents disagreed and 8.9% respondents strongly disagreed on the statement and said 

that Pakistani media is not free. 

 

Figure 16:  Demographic TV popular source of political awareness as compare to 

others 

 
 

 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “TV is 

most famous and effective among people in political awareness rather than Radio, 

Newspaper or any other sources of media”. According to the gathered data, 44.2% 

respondents strongly agreed on this statement that TV is most famous and effective tool 

in spreading political awareness among people as compare to other source of media like 

Radio and Newspapers, 32.0% respondents agreed on this statement, 12.9% respondents 

said that they have no idea about the answer of this question, whereas 6.0% respondents 

disagreed and 4.9% respondents strongly disagreed against the above statement. 

 

Figure 17 Demographic Private media contribution in promoting democracy 
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 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “Private 

media channels have more contribution in promoting democracy rather than government 

channel”. About private media contribution in promoting democracy 40.7% respondents 

strongly agreed that private media have more contribution in promoting democracy rather 

than government channel, 31.1% respondents agreed, 14.7% respondents said that they 

have no idea about the answer of the given statement, whereas 9.3% respondents 

disagreed and 4.2% strongly disagreed on the statement and said that private media has 

no more contribution in promoting democracy. 

 

Figure 18: Demographic Talk Shows contribution in democracy 

 
 

 The above frequency distribution graph shows the answer of statement “Talk 

shows have a big contribution in promoting democracy”. In the response of talk show’s 

contribution in promoting democracy 26.2% respondents strongly agreed that talk shows 

have big contribution in promoting democracy, 32.9% agreed about the statement, 17.8% 

respondents said that they have no idea about the answer of the given statement, whereas 

14.7% disagreed and 8.4% respondents strongly disagreed and said that talk shows have 

no contribution in the promotion of democracy. 

 

Table 2:  

Attributes 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree 

Uncertai
n 

Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Total 

Strongly Agree 104 63 14 11 1 193 

Agree 44 79 29 25 5 182 

Uncertain 7 8 3 3 1 22 

Disagree 8 10 6 9 3 36 

Strongly Disagree 3 3 4 0 7 17 

Total 166 163 56 48 17 450 

Pearson Chi-Square 126.7238  Spearman Correlation .349 

Significance (P-Value) 0.000  Significance (P-Value) 0.000 

Data in Rows: Media has great role in promoting democracy.  

Data in Columns: Freedom of media is a sign of good democracy. 
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 For the value of Chi-Square 
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 Chi-Square = 126.7238  P-value = 0.000 

 

 The above cross tabulation shows the association among the attributes of the 

assumed hypothesis according to the population of Southern Punjab, Pakistan. The Chi-

Square test is used to check the significance of the association. The value of Chi-Square 

is 126.7238 and the P-value for the test is 0.000 shows there is significant association 

among the attributes at 5% level of significance. 

 

Figure 19: Demographic Correlation between testing Hypothesis. 

 
  

 The above graph shows the correlation between two hypothesis assumed by the 

researcher. The correlation shows the strong relation between the hypotheses. Most of the 

respondents strongly agreed with the assumed hypothesis.  
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V. Discussion  
 The present study explores the role of media in promoting democracy and political 

awareness among the people of Southern Punjab Pakistan. Question asked by the 

researcher to his respondents that did media provide you guideline in making political 

opinion. Result shows that 27.3% respondents are strongly agree against this question, 

36.0% respondents agreed that media has provide better guideline in making political 

opinion. 10.4% respondents respond that they are not clear about this question and have 

no idea; according to the 17.8% respondent media has not given any guideline in making 

political opinion whereas 8.4% strongly disagree and said that political leaders and 

Bradriism shaped political opinion. According to the results mostly respondents are 

young between ages 20 to 30 and have graduation qualification they are impressed by the 

media and they have no interested in local opinion leaders and not accept the decision of 

Bradiray. They want change and media playing great role in shaping political awareness 

among youth. Whereas low educated people are not so much impressed by the media and 

they rely on Bradriism and local opinion leaders.  

 

 For strong democracy and making the political system free and fair, every citizen 

should have strong knowledge of democracy and should be involved in political process. 

Question asked by the researcher to his respondents that do you think that TV is most 

famous and effective among people in the term of political awareness rather than radio, 

newspaper or any other source of information. Result shows that 44.2% respondents are 

strongly agree and 32.0% are agree that TV is most famous and effective among people 

for political awareness in the shape of news and talk shows rather than other source of 

information. 12.9% respondents argue that they have no idea about this statement and 

6.0% respondents disagree whereas 4.9% are strongly disagree that TV is not famous and 

effective among people in the term of political awareness.  

 

 Democracy is sign of development of human and country. Political parties plays 

important role in democracy because political parties participate in making laws of the 

country. Leading political party leads the country whereas minorities act as opposition. 

So there is need to give right direction to political parties for the better democracy. 

Question asked by the researcher to respondents that, “Do you think that media gives 

right direction to political parties”. Result shows that 24.2% respondents strongly agree 

with the question and 34.4% respondents agreed with this statement that media gives 

right direction to political parties. 18.7% respondents respond that they have no idea 

about this issue whereas 15.3% respondents disagree and 7.3% respondents strongly 

disagree with this statement.  

 

 Free and fair media is necessary for democracy. Freedom of media is a sign of 

good democracy where media play its role without taking side of any political party. 

Media role is to dig out the truth and aware people about political condition of the 

country. For finding out the answer of this research question, researcher asked the 

relevant question that “What do you think that freedom of media is a sign of good 

democracy”. Result shows that 36.9% respondents strongly agree and 36.2% respondents 

agree on this statement that freedom of media is a sign of good democracy where media 

highlight social and political issues. Media also give right direction to political parties so 

that no party crosses its limit. 12.4% respondents said that they have no idea about this 

statement media freedom is necessary or not. 10.7% respondent disagreed and 3.8% 

respondents strongly agreed that the freedom of media is not sign of good democracy. 
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They think that freedom of media is dangerous for democracy because media highlight 

that issues that may causes of problems in democratic system.  

 

 Electronic media has a big contribution in democratic system. It is source of 

political awareness. After introducing PEMRA in 2002, the starts of private channels 

more contribute in political system of Pakistan. Relevant to the research question, the 

researcher asked the question that “Do you think that private media channels have more 

contribution in promoting democracy rather than government channel”. Results shows 

that 40.7% respondents strongly agreed and 31.1% respondents agreed that private media 

channels have more contribution in promoting democracy rather than government 

channels. Moreover according to these respondents, governments channel not working 

fairly. It acts as government spoke man. It never highlights any issue that goes against the 

government. 14.7% respondents said that they have no idea about this question. 9.3% 

respondents disagreed and 4.2% respondents strongly disagreed that private media 

channels have no contribution in promoting democracy and they give favor to specific 

party for their own interests. 

 

 Media is promoting democracy by introducing verity of programs in which talk 

shows have big contribution where political representatives and opinion leaders give 

information about their parties and democratic system. Researcher asked the question to 

respondents that “Do you think that talk shows have a big contribution in promoting 

democracy”. The result shows that 26.2% respondents strongly agreed and 32.9% 

respondents agreed that talk shows have a big contribution in promoting democracy 

because political leader discuss about the political condition of the country and tell the 

viewer about future plan of their political parties. 17.8% respondents said that they have 

no idea about this question that talk shows have contribution in promoting democracy or 

not. Whereas 14.7% respondents disagreed and 8.4% respondents strongly disagreed that 

talk shows have no contribution in promoting democracy have just wastage of viewers 

time and is a source to make people fool.  

 

A.  It is more likely that the media play a positive role in promotion of democracy. 

(Hypothesis 1) 

 The present study explorers the role of media in promoting democracy in Southern 

Punjab Pakistan. The study find out that how much Pakistani media influence the 

population of Southern Punjab about making political opinion, political awareness, 

bringing people close to political system and informing the people about their right and 

power. People watch the television regular basis and get mostly political news from 

television. Most of the viewers watch television for political news. So television have 

major source of political news and political awareness. So result of the present study 

shows that people of Southern Punjab depends on television for political news and 

information. The study also concluded that educated people watch television regular basis 

and mostly watch for political news and political awareness and have power in making 

political opinion by concluding the reality. Whereas less educated people depends on 

Bradriism where they get political news and they have no power to decide their own 

choice they fallow the decisions of Bradary. As well as the question about vote casting 

also shows that most of the people affected the election campaign show by the media and 

people aware about the power of their vote. So according to the result of study the first 

hypothesis of the study is true that media play a positive role in promotion of democracy.   
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B. It is more likely that freedom of media is a good sign of democracy.  

(Hypothesis 2) 

 The study discussed the role of media in promoting democracy. In this way 

media’s role highlighted with different angles. In this regards, opinion of 450 respondents 

is taken from the Southern Punjab. According to the opinion of the respondents, media is 

playing important and watch dog role due to the media’s freedom. Majority of the 

respondents agreed that freedom of media is a good sign of democracy; political 

socialization is the basic motive of the media in the present age. Informing people about 

the democratic values and activating them as the active part of this system is an important 

need of the present time. It is reality that freedom of media is necessary so that every 

corner of the democratic values should be highlighted and free atmosphere is provided to 

channels where they can appreciate positive values and criticize deficiencies of the 

political parties. The political situation in Pakistan has been changed in last decade and 

free atmosphere is given to the media. Now people are award and show interest in 

political process for the betterment of country. Freedom of media is a good sign of 

democracy. Free and fair media act as interface between the citizens and political parties 

and this process play vital role for the promotion of democracy and development of 

country. In the light of above of discussion, it is concluded that the hypothesis 2 “It is 

more likely that freedom of media is a good sign of democracy” is true. 

 

VI. Conclusion 
  Present study explorers that Pakistani media freedom of speech and have all 

resources that can be fruitful for the promotion of democracy. Media experts highlight 

every corner of political and democratic system and point out such issues that defame 

democracy. Media and democracy is connected with each other for the development of 

country. Increasing turn out in general election 2013, is a big success of media and 

democracy. For strong democracy, provinces unity is necessary for which media is 

playing its role positively. Media should work in a limit so that every organization of 

Pakistan can work smoothly and accurate. 

 

 The present study shows that most of the respondents are young and educated and 

have access to lot of sources for political news. They get information regularly about 

political situation of the country. Now people are taking interests in political system of 

the country and prefer those candidates who are capable and devoted. In this way media 

is playing important role to guide people to understand their right and power. Media 

discuss the political scenario and every new happening in politics and polish mind of the 

people and make opinion. So media make a strong impact on masses and in their political 

awareness. Media is plays important role in politics and creates awareness among people 

regarding current and political issues that are prevailing in the country. Media is popular 

source for guidance while making or building political opinion among the people of 

Southern Punjab. Political campaign on TV at the time of election attracts the people. 

Politics is an activity related to political system. It is not only a part of political life but 

social life too. 

 

 Some other factors that influence the political awareness of the Southern Punjab 

are family and peer group. In some ways, children support their parent’s opinion and give 

value to parent’s opinion. Economic factors also responsible for their decision especially 

at the time vote casting.    
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 According to the results of present study, people think that political contents on 

media give detail information to its viewers. They argue that media should work fairly 

and not be biased. It should not promote any particular party and individual. Media 

biasness can create restless situation in viewers that may causes of political and social 

problems. Media is a source of information and awareness so media should present a fair 

and objective reporting regarding not only politics but also every field of life. Media 

should not be used for the promotion of any individual or group. It should work honestly 

and fulfills its duty.  

 

 The democratic system of Pakistan still needs significant improvements. A 

positive atmosphere should be created and also create such opportunities, accessibilities, 

feasibilities and circumstances in which every citizen of Pakistan has access to core 

political concepts and opportunity to be elected as a member of parliament regardless of 

his financial background. The people should encourage and promote the new faces in 

politics. In this way Islamic Republic of Pakistan can have strong democracy where law 

will be equal for all citizens.   
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